All such nonabelian finite p-groups are classified.
Introduction
Let G be a nonabelian finite p-group with an abelian maximal subgroup M and cyclic center. As G has cyclic center, it has faithful irreducible representations. As G has an abelian maximal subgroup, these must have degree p. Hence G is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL (p, F), where F is the complex numbers, for instance.
If now G is any nonabelian finite p-subgroup of GL{p,F), where F is a field with all p power roots of 1 and has characteristic not equal to p, this realization of G is similar to a group of monomial matrices. Let W( = Z P -) be the p-torsion subgroup of F*(=F-{0}). We identify A = W x • •<">• • x W with the corresponding group of diagonal matrices in GL (p, F). The permutational matrices corresponding to the monomial matrices of G can be taken to be powers of [3]
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We distinguish two X-submodules of A: Z = Z (P) and V = {(w,, • • •, w p )£ A | n w,, = 1}. Clearly A = YYZ, with the subgroup of Z of order p being amalgamated.
In the group algebra Z(X), write <f> = x -l a n d Tj-= l + x + ••• + x " ' 1 ;
we regard (j> and IT as abelian group endomorphisms of A. As x p = 1, we have <J)TT = 7T0 = 1. From the corresponding polynomial identity in x we have that Thus for a in A we have: PROOF. If a £ A, let (a) x be the X-submodule of A generated by a. Take y in Y and so y" = 1. From 1.1, y* p~' G (y p ) x . By induction on /, we get that y* 1(P "£(y"')x. If a in A has order p n , so a* £ Y and a*"""*' £ ((a"")*) x =(1). Also a" E Z and a" has order at most p". Then a""*' = (a")"" = (a") p " = 1.
Q.E.D. -submodule of Y (of Z) and is generated as an X-module by any element yEY(zEZ) satisfying y*" = 1 and y*"" ^ 1 (z"" = 1 and z""~V 1). A/so » I = P" (I Z n | = p"). These are the only X-submodules of Y (of Z ) and are characteristic in P.
PROOF. For z in Z, we have z 77 = z p and so the statements for Z n follow immediately. Clearly Y n is an X-submodule. Take y in Y satisfying y*" = 1 and y *" ' / 1 and so Y n g (y) x . We proceed by induction on n. 
Such (/^-isomorphisms between the A ktm will be given in the next section.
Construction of groups G and abstract presentations
We have determined the X-module structure of the maximal subgroup M = G fl A of G. Although the extension problem is easy to resolve, instead we put each G into a standard form by elementary automorphisms of P.
(2.1) Regard P= WwrX as embedded in Wwr 2 P g GL (p, F), with S p being realized by permutation matrices (E p is the symmetric group). The element x is realized by the p-cycle permutation (12 • • • p) (see (0.1)). For 0 < n < p, let K (n) be the permutation (matrix) leaving invariant the symbol 1 and satisfying ((x) ) and this has order p(p -1 
2 e A k , and so q g / + 1. Modulo A kl , one can assume that g' = xzT+i (Q= n < p).
n (x' = xz, +1 ) and so (G'Y^=P klp . In this latter case, every element in G -M has order p' +1 by 1.7. Suppose G Pi A = A k i m (0 < m < p). As above, the form of an element g in G -A k , m can be assumed to be g = xzT+i ( 0 § n < p). As yi" 1 ' = y k z™ i G An n , g can be written g = xy k (mod A klm ) for some s. Then g y{ *' = x and G yJ+1 = P ktm . The remainder follows from 1.9.
Q.E.D. PROOF. The necessity of these relations follows from their realizations in P. The sufficiency follows if the order of these groups is p k+l . This is shown by induction on k for P k u, and follows for P km , as P kl0 ~ P k io Y Z p '. In P k/m and P klp , the element z ( is central and so by adding a central element z, +i such that zf+i = z, the order is increased by p. The extended groups are readily seen to be isomorphic to P k , J+ i, 0 of order p k+l+ \ Q.E.D.
COROLLARY 2.5 P klm Y Z p <*> ~ P k ,, +1 , 0 (Ogm g p ) .
In the above presentations the last relation may be replaced by (y k x~') p = 1 in P klo , by (y[ m) x' l y = z"\ in P klm and by (y* (x')" 1 )" = z7' in P k(p . When necessary, the relevant prime p will be included as a fourth suffix:
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700015330 Also the element y 3 acts by conjugation.
(3.
2) The P 2lm (0<m <p) and P 2lp lie in P 2 ,, + i, 0 . Choose m' (0< m'< p) such that mm' = 1 modp. Then the composite automorphism o> • yT • w • yT' of P 2 .i+i,o induces an isomorphism P 2lp -» P 2 , m , except when p = 2 and / = 1. In this last case, the automorphism o> • y 3 • w of P 220 2 induces an isomorphism P 2 I O 2 * ' 2 1 1 2 -
The above isomorphisms arise as such a group G has more than the one maximal abelian subgroup M = G D A. As A is characteristic in P, these isomorphisms cannot be induced by elements of AutP. (They will be realized as similarity transformations in GL (p, F) in section 4.) PROPOSITION 
A nonabelian finite subgroup G of P(~ Z p~w rZ p ) is isomorphic to one of the following groups:
Pkio, Pk, P (k g 2, / i? 1) or P klm (k g 3, / g 1,0 < m < p). PROOF. From the isomorphisms of 3.2, there are at most two nonisomorphic groups amongst the P 2tm (0Sim Sip). If p is odd, then P 2W has exponent p(P 2 w2 ~ Ds). As P 2IO ~ P 210 YZp' (2.5), so P 2IO (7* P2102) has exponent p'. On the other hand P 2lp has exponent p' +1 (2.3) (P2122 ~ C?s)-Hence P 2l0 ^ P 2tp .
If P klm has two abelian maximal subgroups, their intersection is a central subgroup of index p 2 . As. the index of the center of P ktm is p k , we have that for fcS3 each P klm has a unique abelian maximal subgroup (A kt or A klm ). An isomorphism between the P klm would induce a corresponding ^-isomorphism between the A k , or A k i m . From 1.9, neither P k(< , or P k i p is isomorphic to any P klm [0 < m < p ) and from 2.2 P ktm ~ P ktm^ iff m' = mn k~' modp for some integer n.
By 2.3, P klo ¥> P Up .
Q.E.D.
COROLLARY 3.4 77ie groups of 3.3 are </je on/y nonabelian finite p-subgroups of GL (p, F) and form a complete list of nonabelian p-groups with cyclic center and with an abelian maximal subgroup.
Conjugacy classes in GL (p, F)
LEMMA 4.1. The automorphism a> of P 2 i o (^ P 2 io 2 ), defined in 3.1, is realizable as\a similarity transformation in GL(p,F) . ( 5.3) The descending central series of Pu m is:
and so P kim has class k.
(5.4) P Mm has maximal class (k) iff / = 1. The groups P k{m of maximal class were classified by Wiman (1946) .
•-» y k -i, z, y* 1, indices an isomorphism P klm IZ(P klm ) ~ P k ..,,,,0. As Pi, m = (y,, • • •, y k -1), we see that for a fixed k (I and m varying), the P klm are isoclinic (to P k ,o, say).
[9] p -groups (5.6) The Frattini subgroups are as follows: *(P*io)= A * . , , -, ( / S 2) and <&(P kl0 ) = A k _,., = V*-,.
For 0 < m S p , 229 (5.7) From an analysis of the maximal subgroups of the P klm we obtain the following diagram of inclusions to within isomorphism.
where Icg2, / § l and 0 < m < p (fc g 3 in P kim ). These inclusions provide an alternative method for showing that P klo , P klm (0<m<p) and P klp are nonisomorphic.
Automorphism groups
We have the following automorphisms of P:
acting as an inner automorphism,
The arbitrary element $ of A M / P can be expressed as the composite
Here y is only determined modulo Vi = (y,) S Z(P).
This is shown by composing 0 with K (n) and y to obtain identical action on x, with x m , A (n) and 17 to obtain identical action on Y and finally with £ to obtain the identity automorphism. use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700015330 (b) and (c): By 6.4 (1) and (2), each of the groups in question has essentially one outer automorphism 6 of order p and this acts as y^., does. By Schur's lemma, 0 must have form y k+i z (z E. Z). As z' EZ(P klm ) we can assume 6 = y k +izT+i (0=m < p), which gives the possibilities listed above.
(d): If k g 3, each p-overgroup of P klm is contained in P k+u +i,o-Q.E.D.
Proposition 6.5 shows why the inductive method of construction the P klm within GL (p, F), as mentioned in the introduction, is feasible. One obtains the diagram 5.7 of p-overgroups.
(6.6) Note that N GL (P kta )/(C GL (P klm )-P klm ) « OS A (P klm ).
7. Irreducible representations of the P ktm (7.1) The following construction sets up a one to one correspondence between the nonequivalent irreducible representations fi of P ku> of degree p over F and those of P ktm (0< m S p ) , which preserves faithfulness. Choose a primitive p' + 1 th root w of 1 in F*. Suppose (z/)* 1 = w^I, where / is the unit matrix and OS n < p'. Write (z, + ,Y = w"I to get a representation fi of P u + U . The corresponding representation of P klm is given by restriction.
As P kw ~ PnoYZp' (see 2.5) the problem of degree p representations is reduced to that of P kl0 . For l g i^k -1, there is only one normal subgroup (y,,---,y,) of P kw of order p Instead of looking at the orbit of v under the action of x, we look directly at the matrices JC" and (yk)''. We can assume that x" has form 0.1 and that (y k )" = diag (a u • • •, a p ). Then we have that (7.3) «" = i/j-s 1 '-vi-^OSfiSp) and IIa n = 1. If/i is faithful, then at least one of the a n is a primitive p' +1 th root of 1. We regard two p-tuples (a,, • • •, a p ) equivalent if they are the same under cyclic permutation (action of x).
Conversely, if a,,--,a p are p r+l th roots of 1, at least one of which is primitive and with product 1, then the matrices (y t )" = diag (a,, • • •, a p ) and x use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700015330 
